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Food sustainability is essential to the advancement and development of economies and
societies worldwide. However, there is an ongoing lack of progress in this field due to
the challenge of bridging the gaps between applied science, policy, and society.
Agrifood Economics and Sustainable Development in Contemporary Society provides
emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of sustainable rural
livelihood and applications within agricultural production. Featuring coverage on a
broad range of topics such as green economics, organic farming, and sustainable
development from a nature vs. nurture perspective, this book is ideally designed for
agricultural researchers, professionals, academicians, policymakers, and farmers
seeking current research on sustainability in farming.
Economics has become a monolithic science, variously described as formalistic and
autistic with neoclassical orthodoxy reigning supreme. So argue Dimitris Milonakis and
Ben Fine in this new major work of critical recollection. The authors show how
economics was once rich, diverse, multidimensional and pluralistic, and unravel the
processes that lead to orthodoxy’s current predicament. The book details how political
economy became economics through the desocialisation and the dehistoricisation of
the dismal science, accompanied by the separation of economics from the other social
sciences, especially economic history and sociology. It is argued that recent attempts
from within economics to address the social and the historical have failed to
acknowledge long standing debates amongst economists, historians and other social
scientists. This has resulted in an impoverished historical and social content within
mainstream economics. The book ranges over the shifting role of the historical and the
social in economic theory, the shifting boundaries between the economic and the noneconomic, all within a methodological context. Schools of thought and individuals, that
have been neglected or marginalised, are treated in full, including classical political
economy and Marx, the German and British historical schools, American
institutionalism, Weber and Schumpeter and their programme of Socialökonomik, and
the Austrian school. At the same time, developments within the mainstream tradition
from marginalism through Marshall and Keynes to general equilibrium theory are also
scrutinised, and the clashes between the various camps from the famous
Methodenstreit to the fierce debates of the 1930s and beyond brought to the fore. The
prime rationale underpinning this account drawn from the past is to put the case for
political economy back on the agenda. This is done by treating economics as a social
science once again, rather than as a positive science, as has been the inclination since
the time of Jevons and Walras. It involves transcending the boundaries of the social
sciences, but in a particular way that is in exactly the opposite direction now being
taken by "economics imperialism". Drawing on the rich traditions of the past, the
reintroduction and full incorporation of the social and the historical into the main corpus
of political economy will be possible in the future.
The book reconstructs some selected threads in the history of economics, from the
classical theory of value elaborated by Smith and Ricardo in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries to the behavioral theory of choice put forward by Kahneman
and Tversky in the late twentieth century. Part One illustrates the passage from the
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classical to the marginal theory of value, which latter emerged in the 1870s. Part Two
charts the consolidation of marginalism and developments in utility and demand
analysis between the 1870s and 1940. Part Three outlines the history of
macroeconomics from the monetary and business cycle theories of the early twentieth
century to Lucas?s new classical macroeconomics of the 1970s. Part Four is devoted to
the post-1940 history of microeconomics, and examines the emergence of game
theory, the axiomatization of utility analysis, the history of expected utility theory, and
the challenge of behavioral economics to mainstream economics. The book is
addressed to students of economics who acknowledge the wisdom of Keynes?s claim
that Ça study of the history of opinion is a necessary preliminary to the emancipation of
the mind?.
This book addresses the policy questions surrounding the challenge of transforming
eastern European economies from their planned, administrative past to vibrant marketbased entities. Jozef van Brabant considers in turn, the wider set of challenges facing
these economies - stabilization, privatization, liberalization, institution building, and
developing and maintaining the sociopolitical consensus - before examining the
evolving role of the state. Using concrete examples from the eastern European
countries throughout, including the Czech Republic and Bulgaria, this work
systematically examines, in a society-wide context, the initial conditions of
transformation, the policy tasks ahead and the manner in which policies have been
pursued.
MBA????
This book aims to explain to the readers the basic idea of the general equilibrium
theory, which forms the core of the current mainstream economics called neoclassical
school. To understand this theory is absolutely necessary, either to study further or to
criticize the contemporary economic theories. The author not only explains traditional
theories, but also makes clear the many problems which are still unsolved. As a text
book or reference book for those students who are studying microeconomics for the
first time, the author recommends the use of Chapter 1, Chapter 2 (except section 9),
Chapter 3 (from section 1 to section 3, section 6, section 11), Chapter 4 (from section 1
to section 4), Chapter 5 (from section 1 to section 5, section 8), Chapter 6 (except
sections 6 and 7), Chapter 7 (from section 1 to section 5), Chapter 8 (from section 1 to
section 6) and Chapter 9 (sections 1, 4 and 7). For more advanced readers, the author
recommends the remaining sections and the literature recommended in the last part of
each chapter. Problems given at the end of each chapter allow readers to confirm
understanding of the content of the chapter and suggest to the readers more advanced
studies. Incidentally, the author tried to avoid the use of the advanced mathematics.
Only elementary knowledge of differential calculus and linear algebra are required to
read this book.
The investment good market, together with the consumer good market, the money
market and the labour market, are indeed the most extensively studied markets. The
exhaustive survey of investment theory by Eisner and Strotz, already quoted four
hundred references in 1963, although this work advocating for adjustment costs, was in
fact only carried out at the very beginning of modern investment theory! This chapter
gives an introduction of the extensive field and is an attempt to present some key ideas
of investment theory. 1) We show that modern investment theory is the integration of
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many traditional approaches. The content of the chapter is set as follows. Section 2
presents an illustrative model of investment theory. Section 3, using this model,
describes the investment decision of the firm. Sections 4 to 10 each present a
"classical" investment hypothesis within the framework of the model. Section 11
concludes. For convenience, the key to the symbols used is given in Table 1. 2. The
Model of the Firm Investment theory was born with the claim of Keynes (1936) that
besides the capital demand (demand for a stock of capital at a point in time), an
investment demand (demand for the increment of the capital stock in a period 1)
Recent surveys are: Abel (1988), Coen and Eisner (1987) Artus and Muet (1984). The
book on investment theory by Nickell (1978) is outstanding.
“Classical Economics Today: Essays in Honor of Alessandro Roncaglia” comprises a
collection of original essays by leading economists who adopt a Classical approach to political
economy. The essays showcase the relevance and topicality of the Classical approach, as
opposed to the sterility and real-world irrelevance of mainstream economics.
This classic text provides a revised and updated survey of the social sciences, written in an
unbiased manner with a multidisciplinary, common sense approach. The thirteenth edition
highlights the dramatic political and economic changes that have swept the world in recent
years, providing students and instructors with a starting point for lively classroom discussions
and debate. As with every edition, this text has been thoroughly updated. Some highlights of
the new edition include: Chapter 1 has a new discussion of qualitative analysis and introduces
the distinction between causation and correlation. Chapter 2 has an expanded discussion of
scientific and religious views of evolution. Chapter 4 includes a new section on multiculturalism
and the political debates over monoculturalism versus multiculturalism. Chapter 5 discusses
the conservation movement, the price of gasoline, and the global economics of oil production.
Chapter 6 has a section on technologies used to fight crime and technology-based crime such
as identity theft. Chapter 7 distinguishes the psychoanalytic and cognitive approaches to
understanding behavior. Chapter 8 includes both secular and religious histories of marriage.
Chapter 10 discusses the GED and high school dropouts. Chapter 11's section on social
mobility has been rewritten and expanded. Chapter 13 has a new discussion of Republicans,
Democrats, and political ideology. Chapter 14, Governments of the World, includes the
Nigerian government to achieve better geographic distribution. Chapters 16 and 19 have new
material on globalization and the world economy. Chapter 17 covers patents, copyrights, and
intellectual property rights. Chapters 18, 19, and 20, the political science and economics
chapters, contain updated examples, discussions of fast-changing foreign policy issues, and
the evolving war on terror.
Microeconomics in Context lays out the principles of microeconomics in a manner that is
thorough, up to date, and relevant to students. Like its counterpart, Macroeconomics in
Context, the book is uniquely attuned to economic realities. The "in Context" books offer
affordability, accessible presentation, and engaging coverage of current policy issues from
economic inequality and global climate change to taxes. Key features include: --Clear
explanation of basic concepts and analytical tools, with advanced models presented in optional
chapter appendices; --Presentation of policy issues in historical, institutional, social, political,
and ethical context--an approach that fosters critical evaluation of the standard microeconomic
models, such as welfare analysis, labor markets, and market competition; --A powerful
graphical presentation of various measures of well-being in the United States, from income
inequality and educational attainment to home prices; --Broad definition of well-being using
both traditional economic metrics and factors such as environmental quality, health, equity, and
political inclusion; --New chapters on the economics of the environment, taxes and tax policy,
common property and public goods, and welfare analysis; --Expanded coverage of highPage 3/9
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interest topics such as behavioral economics, labor markets, and healthcare; --Full
complement of instructor and student support materials online, including test banks and
grading through Canvas.
"After the 1978 economic reform, China's economic development has been on a fast track ever
since. Later on, the successful accession into the WTO in 2001 accelerated China's economic
transformation and made it more integrated with the world. Today, as the second-largest
economy in the world, China has earned herself a leading role on the world stage beyond
dispute. This book provides readers with answers to why and how China functions as a leader
in the world economy. The book surveys China's economy in four parts--economic institutions,
economic problems, important economic policies and selective economic analysis, especially
including many hot issues like revaluation of the reminbi, China's high inflation rate and its
relations with other emerging markets, etc."--Publisher's description.
This book addresses three important concepts in the economy—competition, innovation, and
growth—using various cases and available data in Japan and other countries. First, the authors
discuss competition, including global competition, to provide a better understanding of
competition policy in Japan. Then, the authors examine the effects of human capital and
alliance on innovation while providing new innovation indicators. Moreover, the authors
examine growth from the perspective of corporate strategy such as acquisition, including
international comparison. The interplay of competition, innovation, and growth has been
prevalent in Japan, and it still acts as a catalyst for stimulating the stagnant economy. A better
understanding of competition, innovation, and growth provides the tools to reinvigorate the
stagnant economy in Japan and to reinforce the economy in other countries where the period
of rapid growth has ended.
Covers the Cambridge IGCSE syllabus (0455) and the Cambridge O Level syllabus (2281),
first examination from 2020. This series helps students understand economic theory,
terminology and principles. It matches the Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics
syllabuses. The coursebook helps students apply tools of economic analysis, make
judgements on economic issues, use basic economic numeracy and literacy, and take greater
part in decision-making processes in everyday life. Sample questions provide opportunities for
students to develop their evaluative skills. It provides a foundation for advanced study in
Economics such as A Level. Answers to the coursebook and workbook questions are in the
teacher's resource.
Exam Board: OCR Level: A-level Subject: Economics First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: June 2016 This textbook has been produced in collaboration with OCR for use with the
new 2015 OCR Economics specification, giving you up-to-date material that supports your
teaching. This book will enable students to - Develop subject knowledge, with topic-by-topic
insight and advice from Peter Smith, a professorial fellow in: Economics and editor of
Economic Review - Demonstrate awareness of current issues in economics and build
analytical and evaluative skills with new case studies - Build their quantitative skills with
worked examples - Accurately explain key economic concepts and issues by learning the key
terms throughout the text and in the end of section glossaries - Prepare for exams with practice
questions and activities throughout the book Contents Introduction Section 1 - Microeconomics
- Part 1 Scarcity and choice --Chapter 1: Introducing economics - Part 2 How competitive
markets work --Chapter 2: The coordination problem --Chapter 3: The nature of demand
--Chapter 4: The nature of supply --Chapter 5: Market equilibrium and the price system
--Chapter 6: Prices and resource allocation -Part 3 Market failure and government intervention
--Chapter 7: Market failure and externalities --Chapter 8: Other forms of market failure
--Chapter 9: Government intervention and government failure Microeconomics key terms
Microeconomics practice questions Section 2 - Macroeconomics - Part 4 Economic policy
objectives and indicators of macroeconomic performance --Chapter 10: Macroeconomic
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performance: inflation --Chapter 11: Macroeconomic performance: employment and
unemployment --Chapter 12: Measuring economic performance: economic growth - Part 5
Aggregate demand and aggregate supply --Chapter 13: Aggregate demand --Chapter 14:
Aggregate supply and macroeconomic equilibrium - Part 6 The application of policy
instruments --Chapter 15: Macroeconomic policy instruments - Part 7 The global context
--Chapter 16: International trade --Chapter 17: The balance of payments and the exchange
rate Macroeconomics key terms Macroeconomics practice questions Index

Develop your students' knowledge of economic themes 1 and 2 of the Edexcel
specification and put theory into context, with focused case studies and practice
activities. Maximise their potential in Edexcel A level Economics A with this Edexcelendorsed textbook, which includes topic-by-topic guidance from Peter Smith: - Keep
your students' up to date with the rapidly changing world: new exciting case studies will
help them analyse and evaluate - Build their quantitative skills with worked examples
and practice activities throughout the book - Ensure they can explain key economic
concepts and issues accurately and effectively: learn the key terms throughout the text
and in the theme-by-theme glossaries - Feel confident in their exam skills: put what
they learn into practice with activities and practice questions Contents Theme 1
Introduction to markets and market failure - Chapter 1 The nature of economics Chapter 2 The nature of demand - Chapter 3 The nature of supply - Chapter 4 How
markets work: price determination - Chapter 5 How markets work: the price mechanism
in action - Chapter 6 Market failure and externalities - Chapter 7 Market failure: public
goods and information gaps - Chapter 8 Government intervention and government
failure Theme 1 key terms Theme 1 practice questions Theme 2 The UK economy performance and policies - Chapter 9 Measures of economic performance: economic
growth - Chapter 10 Measures of economic performance: inflation, unemployment and
the balance of payments - Chapter 11 Aggregate demand - Chapter 12 Aggregate
supply - Chapter 13 National income and macroeconomic equilibrium - Chapter 14
Economic growth - Chapter 15 Macroeconomic policy objectives - Chapter 16
Macroeconomic policies Theme 2 key terms Theme 2 practice questions Index
It is an unfortunate truth that our oceans offer valuable resources that are too often
used unsustainably. Time and again this is due to the failure of international law to
provide a framework for adequate governance. Economics of the Oceans examines this
issue and provides a comprehensive study of ocean uses from the perspectives of law
and economics. Themes covered in the book include ocean governance, the
economics of oceanic resource exploitation, offshore oil, coral reefs, shipwrecks and
maritime piracy. Analytical techniques such as basic game theory, environmental
economics of the commons and cost-benefit analysis are employed to illuminate the
topics. This book will be of interest to students of environmental economics, natural
resource economics and management, and the economics of international law as
relating to the oceans.
The Economic Role of the State presents a comprehensive collection of seminal works
from David Hume through to Barry Weingast. Including an original introduction, the
volume covers the main theories and justifications for and against state intervention as
they have developed over two centuries. It also incorporates an institutional approach
to the role of the state in enforcing "the rules of the game" of the economy as well as
examining specific issues including market failure, rent-seeking and regulation.
Economists and political scientists alike will find this to be the ideal guide to the classic
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and modern arguments surrounding the state's role in the economy.
This unique book contains novel and in-depth research regarding economic
development in Japan. The authors examine economic development in Japan from
both theoretical and empirical perspectives. Using general equilibrium growth
accounting and the overlapping generations model, they analyze the relationships
between population, agriculture and the economy. The research results are
unprecedented and show the effects of increased adult longevity on national savings
and the effects of demographic change on the industrial structure; the push-pull effects
of technical change in agricultural and non-agricultural sectors and the positive effects
of population on technical change and economic development. Contents:Basic
Considerations in the Analysis of Economic DevelopmentGeneral Equilibrium Growth
Accounting for the Japanese EconomyA Graphic Model of the Effects of Sectoral
Technical ChangeFactor Mobility and Surplus Labor in the Japanese
EconomyAgricultural Surplus Labor and Growth Accounting for the Thai and Chinese
EconomiesInterrelationship between Population and EconomyA Consideration of the
Positive Effects of PopulationThe Effects of Adult Longevity on the National Saving
RateTwo Demographic Dividends, Saving, and Economic GrowthThe Effect of
Demographic Change on Industrial Structure Readership: Students and researchers
who are interested in Japan's economic development. Key Features:First book to
conduct a detailed analysis using the general equilibrium growth accounting
modelQuantitatively analyzes and graphically shows economic development in Japan
during its transition from a developing country to an advanced
nationKeywords:Overlapping Generations Model;General Equilibrium Growth
Accounting;Population;Agriculture;Economic Development;Technical
Change;Savings;Life Expectancy;Demographic Dividends;Depopulation;Population
Aging
As an important research field in mathematics, chaos theory impacts many different
disciplines such as physics, engineering, economics, and biology. Most recently,
however, chaos theory has also been applied to the social sciences, helping to explain
the complex and interdependent nature of international politics. Chaos and Complexity
Theory in World Politics aims to bring attention to new developments in global politics
within the last few years. Demonstrating various issues in international relations and the
application of chaos theory within this field, this publication serves as an essential
reference for researchers and professionals, as well as useful educational material for
academicians and students.
The new edition of a widely used, comprehensive graduate-level text and professional
reference covering all aspects of labor economics, with substantial new material. This
landmark graduate-level text combines depth and breadth of coverage with recent,
cutting-edge work in all the major areas of modern labor economics. Its command of
the literature and its coverage of the latest theoretical, methodological, and empirical
developments make it also a valuable resource for practicing labor economists. This
second edition has been substantially updated and augmented. It incorporates
examples drawn from many countries, and it presents empirical methods using
contributions that have proved to be milestones in labor economics. The data and
codes of these research publications, as well as numerous tables and figures
describing the functioning of labor markets, are all available on a dedicated website
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(www.labor-economics.org), along with slides that can be used as course aids and a
discussion forum. This edition devotes more space to the analysis of public policy and
the levers available to policy makers, with new chapters on such topics as
discrimination, globalization, income redistribution, employment protection, and the
minimum wage or labor market programs for the unemployed. Theories are explained
on the basis of the simplest possible models, which are in turn related to empirical
results. Mathematical appendixes provide a toolkit for understanding the models.
Principles of Economics in Context lays out the principles of micro- and
macroeconomics in a manner that is thorough, up to date, and relevant to students,
attuned to the economic realities of the world around them. It offers engaging treatment
of important current topics such as new thinking in behavioral economics, financial
instability and market bubbles, debt and deficits, and policy responses to the problems
of unemployment, inequality, and environmental sustainability. This new, affordable
edition combines the just-released new editions of Microeconomics in Context and
Macroeconomics in Context to provide an integrated full-year text covering all aspects
of both micro and macro analysis and application, with many up-to-date examples and
extensive supporting web resources for instructors and students. Key features include:
An eye-opening statistical portrait of the United States; Clear explanation of basic
concepts and analytical tools, with advanced models presented in optional chapter
appendices; Presentation of policy issues in historical, institutional, social, political, and
ethical context--an approach that fosters critical evaluation of the standard
microeconomic models, such as welfare analysis, labor markets, and market
competition; Issues of human well-being, both domestic and global, are given central
importance, enriching the topics and analytical tools to which students are introduced;
The theme of sustainability--financial, social, and ecological--is thoroughly integrated in
the book, with chapters on alternatives to standard GDP measurement, the
environment, common property, public goods, and growth and sustainability in the
twenty-first century; Full complement of instructor and student support materials online,
including test banks and grading through Canvas.
Looks in detail at the problems involved in attempting to reconcile qualitative and
quantitative methods, providing both theoretical and methodological guidance as well
as practical examples of how methods can be fruitfully combined.
The Handbook of Behavioral Industrial Organization integrates behavioral economics
into industrial organization. Chapters cover concepts such as relative thinking, salience,
shrouded attributes, cognitive dissonance, motivated reasoning, confirmation bias,
overconfidence, status quo bias, social cooperation and identity. Additional chapters
consider industry issues, such as sports and gambling industries, neuroeconomic
studies of brands and advertising, and behavioral antitrust law. The Handbook features
a wide array of methods (literature surveys, experimental and econometric research,
and theoretical modelling), facilitating accessibility to a wide audience.
This is a history of economic thought from Adam Smith to John Maynard Keynes--but it
is a history with a difference. Firstly, it is history of economic theory, not of economic
doctrines. Secondly, it includes detailed Reader's Guides to nine of the major texts of
economics in the effort to encourage students to become acquainted at first hand with
the writings of all the great economists. This fifth edition adds new Reader's Guides to
Walras' Elements of Pure Economics and Keynes' General Theory of Employment,
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Interest and Money as well as major additions to the chapters on marginal productivity
theory, general equilibrium theory and welfare economics.
The current paradigm of forest economics is based on Faustmann Formulation (FF) of
land expectation value proposed by Martin Faustmann. It was a great achievement by a
forester to propose a formulation that captures some fundamental economic features of
capital theory which. However, the followers of the FF approach have trapped
themselves into the past, and have not shown any indication of economic acumen of
the great Faustmann. This has resulted in a common problem in the current paradigm
of forest economics, known as Faustmann Forest Resource Economics (FFRE), to
prescribe the application of a single (FF) approach to all situations irrespective of the
specific features of the situation. The current state of forest economics is similar to that
of neoclassical economics, and is full of inefficiencies. In neoclassical economics,
inefficiencies are due to its “locked-in” position in rational economic man, while in
forest economics inefficiencies are due to its “locked-in” position in the FF. The focus
of this volume is on the new paradigm of forest economics termed as Post-Faustmann
Forest Resource Economics (PFFRE). The first chapter lays the foundation of the
PFFRE, and presents the key distinctions between the FFRE and the PFFRE. The
volume includes twelve other chapters that address issues related to forest economics
from perspectives different than the FFRE. Chapter 2 to 6 are focused on issues related
to human behavior that is different than the rational economic man, Chapter 7 and 8 on
public choice theory, Chapter 9 and 10 on systems approaches, and Chapter 11 to 13
on incremental approaches to incorporate new features in the FFRE.
It is impossible to ignore the connection between economic development and ecological
sustainability— overwhelming scientific evidence points to anthropogenic pressures
slowly destroying life on Earth. The need for corrective action is, therefore, critical. This
edited compilation studies the processes that are causing irreversible changes in the
Earth’s systems. It dwells primarily on the change in the ecosystems that sustain
human beings and examines the drivers, direction, and magnitude of global change.
The book not only studies the methods that enhance the reader’s understanding of the
impact of global change but also discusses mitigation strategies. The emphasis is on
sustainability in a framework of development, with special attention to equity.
This book argues that the debates about the appropriate economic policies to follow in
the developing world within the field of development economics are at heart debates
about the appropriate ontology to ascribe to agents within the developing world.
Global interest in the exploration of the Arctic has been growing rapidly. As the Arctic
becomes a global resource base and trade corridor between the continents, it is crucial
to identify the dangers that such a boom of extractive industries and transport routes
may bring on the people and the environment. The Handbook of Research on
International Collaboration, Economic Development, and Sustainability in the Arctic
discusses the perspectives and major challenges of the investment collaboration and
development and commercial use of trade routes in the Arctic. Featuring research on
topics such as agricultural production, environmental resources, and investment
collaboration, this book is ideally designed for policymakers, business leaders, and
environmental researchers seeking coverage on new practices and solutions in the
sphere of achieving sustainability in economic exploration of the Artic region.
Arranged in four sections, provides review exercises and past examination questions
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for topics in microeconomics, macroeconomics, interantional economics, and
development economics.
OCR A Level Economics Book 1Hachette UK
International migration and urbanization as economic processes can provide great
opportunities to solve local and regional economic and social problems and lead to the
leveling of global economic unfairness and multi-complexity. However, uncontrolled
migration and urbanization can easily destroy market stability and create many new
social and economic problems both in developed (due to migration) and developing
(due to urbanization) countries. Migration and Urbanization: Local Solutions for Global
Economic Challenges is a collection of innovative research that sets basic rules and
patterns for state regulation of urbanization and international migration and for
increasing the economic efficiency of developed and developing countries. Additionally,
the book evaluates the economic impact of urbanization and international migration at
the global, national, and regional levels. While highlighting topics including economic
security, modern mechanisms, and migration policy, this book is ideally designed for
government officials, economists, educators, policymakers, industry leaders, business
managers, academicians, researchers, and students.
Originally published in 1984, this study explores multiple theoretical perspectives as
well as critically analysing the most recent evidence at the time to try and find a full
explanation for inequality in the United States. Arguments of neoclassical economists
and Marxist and institutional structuralists are considered by Osberg as well as putting
forward his own model. Osberg uses his findings to attempt a complete explanation of
the issue and advises on policies which could be undertaken by the government to try
and lessen the gap. This title will be of interest to students of Economics.
This book contends that post Keynesian economics has its own methodological and
didactic basis, and its realistic analysis is much-needed in the current economic and
financial crisis. At a time when the original message of KeynesÕ General Theory is no
longer present in the most university syllabuses, this book celebrates the uniqueness of
teaching post Keynesian economics, providing comparisons with traditional economic
rationale and illustrating the advantages of post Keynesian pedagogy. Against a
backdrop in which neo-classical textbooks prevail, the expert contributors demonstrate
that Keynes and The General Theory possess indispensable insight that would furnish
students with a clearer understanding of the world economy in which they live. They
explore the teaching of post Keynesian economics from a number of different
perspectives, covering topics such as open system theorizing, pluralism in teaching,
rhetoric in the spirit of Keynes, uncertainty, expectations and money. A critique of
mainstream and traditional economic textbooks is also provided. This highly unique and
fascinating book will provide an invaluable reference tool for teachers and researchers
in post Keynesian economics, as well as their students.
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